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B rett Johnson and his Maine Street Design Co. team have a mantra they 
follow on every project they work on: “There are many ways to live.” A 
simple message, obvious even, and yet no less powerful as an ethos. The 
challenge of an interior designer, of course, is to figure out which one 

of those ways your client wants to live, and then to help make it happen through a 
carefully conducted orchestra of color palettes, material choices, furnishings, fixtures, 
and fabrics. This issue, devoted to the art of interior design, is one of our favorites 
because it highlights the notion that, just as there are many ways to live, there are 
many ways to design. On these pages, we share with you some of our favorites.

INTENTIONAL

TWELVE PROJECTS BY INTERIOR DESIGNERS WHO TELL 
STORIES WITH THEIR SPACES BY REBECCA FALZANO

INTERIORS
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A CLASSIC YACHT WITH AN AIR OF SERENITY 
DESIGNER: Penelope Daborn



Centinela IV is a classic yacht, one of very few of its 
type, “the equivalent of a Frank Lloyd Wright house,” 
according to the captain. Built in the Netherlands in 

the early 1980s, its graceful, lean, understated lines were the 
inspiration for designer Penelope Daborn. “We wanted to 
complement and emphasize the innate beauty of the boat 
with similar restraint, while creating an ambience of luxury,” 
says the designer.

“The special considerations of furnishing a home on the 
water are even more extensive when it’s a moving one,” says 
Daborn. Furniture had to be heavy and solid enough not to 
slide around as the boat rolls, lamps had to be sturdy and held 
securely in place, and artwork was tightly fastened in at least 
two corners. While the various sofas are original and built 
into the boat and needed only to be reupholstered, Daborn’s 
team replaced most of the freestanding furniture pieces 
that were on board. New introductions (the headboard and 
ottoman in the VIP guest room, for example) were carefully 
selected to scale and to keep with the character of the 
original interiors. All the portholes had to have window 

treatments for light control and privacy, but Daborn removed 
the heavy drapes throughout to expose the contours and 
let in light, and replaced them with tailored natural-fiber 
shades. The crew takes pride in their care of the immaculate 
woodwork burnished to a warm red gold, a hue that called 
for juxtaposition with blues and greens that reflect the ocean. 

In addition, Daborn refreshed the deck furniture and 
chose outdoor fabrics that coordinate with the interiors while 
bringing some punch to the white paint and teak decks. The 
crispness of the interiors is softened with colorful pillows to 
lounge on, luscious throws to cozy up with, and whimsical 
marine-related artwork to brighten darker walls.

“My design philosophy is rooted in context—the space itself, 
and the people who live and work in it,” says Daborn. “This 
beautiful yacht encouraged us to respond to its contained 
yet elegant charm with an eye towards creating serene, 
unfussy-yet-luxurious surroundings worthy of its provenance.”

FOR MORE: PENELOPEDABORN.COM
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